Abstract-This paper considers cyclic DNA codes of arbitrary length over the ring
I. INTRODUCTION
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) contains the genetic program for the biological development of life. DNA is formed by strands linked together and twisted in the shape of a double helix. Each strand is a sequence of four possible nucleotides, two purines: adenine ( ) and guanine ( ), and two pyrimidines: thymine ( ) and cytosine ( ). The ends of a DNA strand are chemically polar with 5 ′ and 3 ′ ends, which implies that the strands are oriented. Hybridization, also known as base pairing, occurs when two strands bind together, forming a double strand of DNA. The strands are linked following the Watson-Crick model, so that every is linked with a , and every with a , and vice versa. We denote the complement of asˆ, i.e.,ˆ= ,ˆ= ,ˆ= andˆ= . DNA strand pairing is done in the opposite direction and the reverse order. For instance, the Watson-Crick complementary (WCC) strand of
Nucleotide pairing is based on hydrogen bonds, with a pair − forming two bonds.
The combinatorial properties of DNA sequences can be used to tackle computationally difficult problems. Adleman et al. [3] used the WCC approach to break the data encryption standard (DES). In addition, Lipton [14] used DNA strands to solve the satisfiability (SAT) problem. Since there are 4 possible single DNA strands of length which can quickly and cheaply be synthesized, Mansuripur et al. [15] showed that DNA codewords can be used for ultra high density data storage. Other applications exploit DNA hybridization [20] .
To allow parallel operations on DNA sequences, a high hybridization energy is required. This energy depends in a rather complex way on the number of hydrogen bonds and their arrangement in the duplex. A duplex formed by a single strand with high content and its reverse complement has greater stability since this pair has a high number of hydrogen bonds. Note that in this case there are no mismatches in the duplex. Hence the importance of designing groups of DNA words, called a DNA code, which satisfy the reverse complement constraint.
Secondary structure occurs when a strand folds back onto itself forming a double strand. This phenomena causes codewords to become computationally inactive. Milenkovic and Kashyap [17] used the Nussinov-Jacobson algorithm [18] to prove that the presence of a cyclic structure reduces the complexity of testing DNA codes for secondary structure.
There have been numerous results on the design of DNA codes [1] , [10] , [12] , [22] . The problem of hybridization energy has also been studied extensively [4] , [8] , [21] . More recently, D'Yachkov et al. [9] modeled the hybridization energy for DNA strands as an additive stem similarity using the neighborhood energy of pairs of nucleotides. They also introduced the additive stem distance. Yildiz and Siap [22] constructed DNA codes as cyclic reversible complement codes of odd length over the ring
. They also studied the Hamming distance of these codes. In this paper, we construct cyclic DNA codes of arbitrary length over the ring
. This is a finite chain ring with 16 elements. A mapping is given between the elements of and the alphabet { , , , } which allows the notion of additive stem distance to be extended to this ring. Cyclic codes are obtained over which are reversiblecomplement and have images under the mapping which are also cyclic or quasi-cyclic of index 2. They also satisfy the WCC condition, and the additive distances and hybridization energies can be determined. Note that one can also find a one-to-one map between the elements of 2 = { , , , } and the field of cardinality 16, but codes over a ring are more suitable. In particular, codes over rings can contain more codewords than similar codes over fields, and they provide more flexibility in constructing codes. Moreover, there exists more cyclic codes over rings than over fields. The structure of repeated-roots cyclic codes over finite chain rings is in general not known. We use the fact that 2 ⊂ and they have the same characteristic to find the structure of these codes. Note that the results given hold for any finite chain ring with cardinality 16 and characteristic 2. For example, 2 + 2 + 2 2 + 3 2 with 4 = 0 is one such ring.
Typically the Hamming distance or deletion distance is used in designing DNA codes. However, these metrics do not capture the thermodynamic properties and combinatorial structure of DNA. We consider the additive stem distance and adapt it for use with the DNA codes given here. Another reason for using the ring is that the codes can be mapped to DNA codes of length 2 which contain a subcode with large -content and thus has a high hybridization energy. This is useful in DNA computing since it results in greater stability.
The next section presents some basic facts and preliminary results. Section 3 introduces the additive stem similarity model. Then cyclic DNA codes are investigated in Section 4. In particular, the structure of cyclic codes of even length over the ring is determined. Our DNA codes are presented and the stem similarity distance is extended to these codes. Note that another mapping was given in [22] , but they did not establish the link between the elements of and the additive stem similarity or the hybridization energy.
II. PRELIMINARIES
The ring considered here is
which is a principal local ideal ring. It is a ring with 16 elements and maximal ideal ⟨ + 1⟩. The ideals satisfy
The field 2 is a subring of , a fact which will be used later. A map which is a one-to-one correspondence between the elements of and the DNA nucleotide base pairs { , , , } 2 is given in Table I . A simple verification gives that for all ∈ we have
Note that other mappings can be defined between and the nucleotide pairs [22] . The mapping was chosen because it results in a subcode over the alphabet { , , , 
Since is an module, a linear code over of length is a submodule of . Now let be any alphabet. Then a code over is said to be cyclic if it is invariant under a cyclic shift, i.e., ( −1 , 0 
Note that these definitions hold regardless of whether the code is linear. The structure of linear cyclic codes of length over when is odd has been examined in [7] , but the general case has not yet been investigated. 
III. ADDITIVE STEM SIMILARITY DISTANCE
In this section, the additive stem similarity introduced by D'yachkov and Voronina [9] is presented. The DNA hybridization energy for strands and is an important measure of the stability of the duplex, as it is related to the melting temperature of the duplex. The hybridization energy of a duplex can be modeled as a function of the so-called neighborhood energy of the nucleotides. For a pair , ∈ = { , , , }, the neighborhood energy is given by
where Δ ( , ) and Δ ( , ) are the temperatureindependent enthalpy and entropy, respectively. The pairs ( , ) ∈ are also called stacked pairs. Δ ( , ) for these pairs at a temperature of 310 ∘ is given in Table III . For
( , ), where
and ( , ) is the neighborhood energy of the pair ( , ) ∈ 2 .
The quantity ( , ) is called the additive stem similarity 2013 IEEE International Symposium on Information Theory between and , and it satisfies the following properties
The hybridization energy between and is [9] ( , ) = ( , ).
Definition 3.1:
For , ∈ , the real number
is called the additive stem distance between and .
It is clear that ( , ) = 0, but in general it is not symmetric and does not satisfy the triangle inequality.
IV. CYCLIC DNA CODES
Let be a linear code over , = { , , , } and (., .) the additive stem distance given in Definition 3.1. Since the map defined in Table I is one-to-one, the additive stem distance can be extended to the ring as follows. For , ∈ , define the additive stem distance over as
Let = min ∕ = ( , ) for , ∈ . A cyclic DNA code over can then be defined as follows.
Definition 4.1: A cyclic code over is called an [ , ] cyclic DNA code if it satisfies the following:
• is a cyclic code, i.e., is an ideal in
• for any codeword ∈ , ∕ = and ∈ ; and
Let be an [ , ] cyclic DNA code over . Then if = max{ ( ( ), ( )), ∈ }, from (2) and the definition of the additive stem distance we obtain that
Therefore ( ( ), ( )) ≤ − for all , ∈ , and thus in our context a cyclic DNA code over is a cyclic reversecomplement code such that
A. Cyclic Codes over of Arbitrary Length
The purpose of this section is to determine the structure of cyclic codes over the ring . Only codes of even length are considered as the structure of cyclic codes over of odd length has previously been examined [7] . We begin by providing some results for codes of odd length.
Lemma 4.2: ( [7]
) A cyclic code of odd length over is an ideal defined as
Note that there exists a canonical surjective ring morphism (−) given by 
Proof.
Assume that ( ) is basic irreducible and
and are also coprime, and there exist 1
such that ( ) = ( ) 1 + ( + 1) 1 ( ) for some positive integer < 4. Then for > 3, we have ∈ ⟨ ( )⟩, and thus ( ) is a primary polynomial. □ Remark 4.6: Let be an odd integer. Then from [13] , the polynomial − 1 factors uniquely as a product of 2013 IEEE International Symposium on Information Theory monic basic irreducible pairwise coprime polynomials over , and there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of irreducible divisors in 2 . Since 2 is a subring of and the decomposition of − 1 is unique in , the polynomials are in 2 . Proposition 4.7: If = 2 such that is an odd integer, then − 1 has a unique decomposition over given by
where the are irreducible polynomials coprime in 2 
− 1 has a unique decomposition into irreducible polynomials over 2 as follows:
−1 = 1 . . . . We need to prove that − 1 = 
Expanding the product in (7), each ideal in ℛ is generated by
where
B. The Reverse-Complement Constraint
In this section, the reverse-complement constraint is examined for cyclic codes of arbitrary length . Denote ( − 1)/( − 1)) = ( ). The following lemma will be used later. 
Theorem 4.11: Let be a reverse-complement cyclic code over . Then the following holds:
contains the codeword (1 + + 2 + 3 ) ( ); and
Proof.
Part (i) is from [22] . Part (ii) in the case odd was proven in [22, Theorem 4.3] . Since by Theorem 4.9 the codes of even length are generated by 
